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Bruno Bossola: Automatic testing of Enterprise Applications using Open
Source tools
(How implement enterprise level testing using open source frameworks, particularly
FitNesse and Selenium)

In actual enterprise level applications, either web or services based, it's more and more
necessary to have a suite of tests to be executed automatically in order to prevent
regressions of the system. Commercial tools actually available are quite expensive and
they often retain high levels of complexity or too high learning curves. In this session
you will be introduced to some mature open source tools, with particular reference to
FitNesse for services test and Selenium for web applications test.
Bruno Bossola starts to learn computer science since medium schools, when thanks to a Commodore
Vic20 he discovers the world of programming. He begins to work in C in 1988, then from 1996 in
Java, using JDK 1.02. He develops one of the first distributed objects application in Italy, continuing
then in the following years building large scale application for the enterprise using RMI, CORBA and
finally J2EE.
In 1999 he coaches one of the first group that adopts XP methods in Italy. In 2002 he has co-founder
of Java User Group Torino, that quickly became one of the top 25 JUGS in the world. In 2005 he is
recognized as Java Champion, member of the international community that collects the more
representative personalities of the Java world.
He has been promoting and teaching Java technologies as a well-known speaker in Italy since 2002 at developer
conferences like Webbit, AgileDay, JavaConference, Javaday.

Filippo Diotalevi: From J2EE to Java EE

(How the new version of JavaEE affects the way we design and develop applications;
how J2EE core patterns change, a few words on the Project Glassfish)
the goal of this presentation (which roughly covers the same subjects you can
find in my book) is to give the listener a brief overview of the new features of
the new Java Enterprise Edition platform, and explain how these new features
will impact the way we design and develop enterprise applications.
I’m a freelance software craftsman living in Milan, Italy. I’m in the business since 2000, I had been
working for IBM Italy for more than three years, and then moved to freelancing. I definitely like the
freedom of the freelance (and not so much the boring life in big-fat-companies), even if taxes,
burocracy and laws persistently try to discourage me. That’s Italy (and… pizza, spaghetti and
maccheroni of course).

